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Role at UVic

Copyright

Scholarly Communications
UVicDSpace is Growing

Welcome to the University of Victoria institutional repository. Along with ETDs (electronic theses and dissertations), we have begun adding Faculty Research Publications. For more information, send us a message.

Search

Enter some text in the box below to search DSpace.

Communities in DSpace

Choose a community to browse its collections.

- Faculty of Business
- Faculty of Education
- Faculty of Engineering
- Faculty of Fine Arts
IRs & Copyright

• “What about copyright?”
• Keeping copies; Scanning
• Unpublished – Publisher response
• Personal website vs IR
• Allowable journals
IRs & Copyright

• “Knowledge
• Mandate
• Sustainability
Scholarly Publishing

- Faculty Survey
- IR Presentations
- OJS initiatives
- Internet Shakespeare ed
- University Press?
Other Copyright Qs

- Communications
- Thesis/Diss
- Videos
- E-Reserves
- Digitization